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‘’A scientist isn’t the one who gives the correct answers but is the one who asks the 

correct questions, supported and backed by mathematical concepts’’.  

 

Mathematics and science are inseparable. Mathematics has no point unless it describes 

aspects of economics or states of nature. Science, on the other hand, cannot study nature 

without using the concept of scale and mathematical descriptions of natural phenomena.  

To celebrate this indispensable bond, Gyan Bharati School, Saket hosted the 20th edition 

of the Annual Science and Mathematics Fest - Anveshan and Mathemania on 29th 

October, 2022 to provide a space for analysis for all thinkers of science and to test the 

abilities of all students passionate about mathematics. The event saw an enthusiastic 

response from thirteen notable schools of Delhi.  

 

The fest comprised five diverse competitions. Mathverse required students to present a 

self-composed poem expressing their love for mathematics. Code World Goals was an 

amalgam of science and coding skills. Contemplate, Innovate and Create called for a 

presentation of a prototype model designed by the students as a solution to the given 

problem, thereby testing their ingenuity. Picture Perfect had students explore observable 

phenomena of mathematics and science in nature and capture it in photography. Qriosity, 

the quiz based on science was meant to test the proficiency and aptitude of the young 

learners and encourage them to go beyond textual knowledge. The event was marked by 

healthy competition along with exuberant and buoyant participation from all students.  

 



 

 

 

At the end of the day, Gyan Bharati School bagged the First position and Tagore 

International School, Vasant Vihar won the second position in Mathverse. Gyan Bharati 

School was declared the winner in Code World Goals and The Indian School became the 

runner up. Ramjas International School, R.K Puram was awarded the first prize in 

Contemplate, Innovate and Create and Gyan Bharati School secured the second position 

in the same. St. Columba’s School won the first position in Picture Perfect and the second  

position was awarded to Gyan Bharati School. The first and second positions in the quiz, 

Qriosity was won by Gyan Bharati School and Ramjas International School respectively.  

Ramjas International School, R.K Puram bagged the Rolling Trophy for Anveshan and 

Mathemania, 2022 with their formidable and prominent overall performance. 

 

The prizes were given away by the School Director Ms. Lata Vaidyanathan and the Vice-

Principals, Mr. Sanjay Bhardwaj and Dr. Mudita Sharma. The programme concluded with 

a vote of thanks and the rendition of the national anthem. 

 

The event was a befitting channel to encourage students to develop a scientific fervor and 

to foster their analytical and critical thinking skills. 
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